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Highlights:

- **ICD – 10 Diagnosis Code Entry and Searches**
  ICD-10-CM is a revision of the ICD-9-CM code listing used by physicians and other healthcare providers to classify and code all diagnoses. This change was mandated by federal law. Use of ICD-10 is required beginning October 1, 2014.

  Healthcare Claims for Service Dates beginning on October 1, 2014 require an ICD-10 code. ICD-9 Diagnosis codes usage will continue for Service Dates on and before September 30, 2014.

  ICD-10-CM Codes are entered in SSIS in the same location as the DSM-IV and ICD-9 codes – from the Disability/Diagnosis/Substance folder under the Person node. Unlike the ICD-9 and DSM-IV codes, no dropdown menu of ICD-10 codes is available on this screen. Instead, two code searches are available to assist in finding the needed ICD-10 code.

  Other new functionality includes the ability to enter more than one Primary Diagnosis code. Multiple Primary Diagnosis codes can be entered for each of the Diagnosis Types.

- **Relative Custody Assistance (RCA) and RCA Payment Worksheet**
  Currently, counties are 100% reimbursed for Relative Custody Assistance (RCA) payments through the SEAGR Report. In preparation for Northstar Care for Children, DHS will require additional reporting on RCA payments beginning in Quarter 2, 2014. Reimbursement for RCA payments will be from a new RCA Report in SSIS.

  To capture RCA reimbursement information, the new RCA Payment Worksheet screen must be completed in SSIS for each child receiving an RCA payment and all RCA payments must be initiated in SSIS using BRASS code182. The screen can be accessed from the new RCA Worksheets folder under the Fiscal Details node for each client. The new screen contains all the information from the old paper RCA Payment Worksheet plus fields for the date custody was transferred and the assessment supplemental level. The worksheet performs all calculations and has context sensitive help.

  To view a RCA Payment Worksheet the user needs Fiscal Default Activities and Worker Default Activities in their security role. To create or edit a RCA Payment Worksheet, the user must also have the new security function of Create RCA Payment Worksheet in their security role.
The RCA Worksheet formerly available in Chronology as a document template has been removed.

- **Special Studies Report**
  The new Special Studies Report is a grid style report located in the Tools>General Reports>Special Studies folder. It includes information about the available Special Studies along with the associated Clients, Workgroups, and Staff.

- **Grids**
  New grid setting option **Backup User Grid Settings** is available from File>Utilities. This option saves all user grid settings at one time instead of needing to backup each grid setting individually. It is recommended that this function be done prior to each release. The options of **Restore User Grid Settings** and **Clear User Grid Settings** are also available. **Backup User Settings** functionality has also been addressed and is functioning in V14.1.

**Module Changes:**

**County Preferences**
New Special Cost code 18 – RCA Adjustment is available for Service arrangements and Payments.

New Special Cost code 96 – Additional foster care is available for Service arrangements and payments.

**Exclusions**
Exclusion Reason available as an optional column on all Exclusion Searches, allowing users to view all Exclusion reasons for a Payment or Time Record.

**Expanded Statewide Search**
The TPR tab is now the Relationship/TPR tab and the security function/role “View Statewide TPR” was removed and the existing security function/role “View statewide workgroup” controls access to the new Relationship/TPR tab. The tab displays both Relationships and TPR information that exists in an agency for a client cleared to SWNDX.

**MAPCY**
The MAPCY Rating Report is a full summary report (rather than a one page scoring report) of everything that was chosen by the MAPCY Assessor.

The MAPCY has a “Complete” checkbox option that can be used as a bookmark to know which pages are completed.

**MNYTD**
The following codes were added to the Social Network and Alternate Social Network Options: Flickr, Foursquare, Google+, Instagram, MeetMe, Pinterest, reddit, Shutterfly, Tumblr, Vine, and YouTube.